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The Script of Life 

 
In the previous letters I have attempted to illuminate, from one perspective, the process which guides the 

events in life. From another perspective the same process can be seen as the Script of Life: in the beginning 

we learn to cope with life using tendencies that we are rewarded for and which we can regard as our 

strengths. We learn to understand how life operates according to “these rules”, we learnt to play by them 

utilizing our strengths. 

This process is called the ”domestification of human” – how our social  interaction mold us into a functional 

member of society.  

No worries. That is life, and no one can avoid that. 

By the time we get to adult age, operating on our strengths has already been “grooved” so deeply into our 

nervous system that we do it instinctively, it has become a default state. “Grooves” are actions we no 

longer need to think about, as they have been ingrained with enough concentrated repetition. Just do it. 

just like tying your shoelaces: do it enough and you don’t even notice anymore how your fingers perform 

the act. Grooves guide memory of routines which are meant to make life easier: it is helpful to remember 

automatically which door leads to your apartment, it saves you from waking up all the neighbors everytime 

you come home; it is useful to remember who you are married to so you are not too  surprised about who 

is sleeping next to you in the bed. 

So grooves or routines are a helpful and useful tool in life. But when such repetitive automated tasks 

become something that prevent you from enjoying life fully or realizing your inspiration or being who you 

truly are – such grooves become a burden and a liability. And in order for you to become able to unravel 

such restrictive beliefs, life will present to you suitable challenges. Often it might happen that you don’t 

even notice how you are provided a challenge, because these situations and events are by no means just 

stressful. The challenge can be provided as a problem that needs to be solved, but it can just as well be an 

opportunity to try something you have never done before, or it can be a new type of desire stirring within 

you for something wonderful you have never even experimented with. Whatever form this challenge takes, 

you will encounter something that requires you to react, requires you to make a choice that will have 

consequences and repercussions for later in life. 

It is logical to start resolving this challenge with the same strengths, that have helped you cope with life in 

the past. It has worked so far, so why not further, right? “I can handle this, no big deal compared to some 

other stuff that I got through.” We attempt to understand the situation just like we have understood life so 

far, we strive to apply the same abilities and play by the same rules which have created success in the past. 

We totally miss something, and this something defines the real core of the challenge: we fail to see that in 

order to solve this new challenge we need to adopt a new perspective. Trying to be a winner by solving this 

challenge, can become one of the cornerstone motives for adult life, and life will allow you to push your 

head against a brick wall for quite some time – so that you would eventually drive yourself into a corner, 

into an impasse where you would finally start to ask: “What am I missing here? What is really required to 

deal with this? Try as I may… why, in the end, nothing seems to be enough?” 



You can arrive at this point by going through a series of cumulating failures, disappointments one after 

another until some last straw finally breaks the camel’s back. Or you can arrive here by experiencing huge 

and phenomenal successes, where one achievement almost miraculously spawns three more. And in the 

end you might have so much “success” that your remaining lifetime simply is not enough to enjoy it or put 

is to good use. And still – something seems to be missing, something that just refuses to “be there” 

regardless of all gains or all losses. Usually life is some kind of rhythmically alternating rollercoaster of these 

two extremes. With whatever means necessary, Life is driving you into a point where you either realize 

how complications are of such magnitude that a totally new attitude and approach is required, or failure 

and selfdoubt make you seek totally new direction and “new grooves”, or confusion and inability to 

understand will send you on an exploration trip into the uncharted areas of your own life and self, 

internally or externally. Or – life stays mediocre and common with no drama at all, and still something 

seems to hint that perhaps… there could be something more? At least you might have heard mention of 

such possibility… 

We learn to cope with our life, by formulating certain types of expectations. We try to resolve the 

evolutionary growth challenge by approaching life with these same expectations. And Life tends to 

demonstrate that if you REALLY want to know who you are, then your expectations are the thing that needs 

to change, not external circumstances. 

 Life aims to drive us to the point, 

  where it is possible for us step Out of the Game. 

 And you can explore this point in your life efficiently 

by experimenting with the following thought, with the same instructions as 

before: not believing, not resisting – instead, with neutral curiosity. 

 
 THOUGHT:    ”My mind is not capable of understanding anything.” 
 
In the next letter I will talk more about what goes on with this thought, why it might be useful to examine 

and explore it. Right now, never mind all that, just – get you own experience. 
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minkä itsessäsi tunnet  
sen saat ottaa vastaan  
on elämäsi peili sulle     
ainoastaan                      

   you think in secret 
   and it comes to pass 
   environment is but your  
   looking-glass 

 
                              ~ ~ James Allen 
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